Due to the recent increase in the availability of photometric time-series databases, the characterisation of low-mass eclipsing binaries for the study of their orbital and physical parameters is now possible in large samples and with good precision. We have identified and photometrically characterised a sample of 230 detached close-orbiting eclipsing binaries with low-mass main-sequence components in the Catalina Sky Survey. These low-mass stars have masses of M ≤ 1.0 M and orbital periods shorter than 2 days. The adopted method provided a robust estimate of stellar parameters (as mass and fractional radius) by using only light curves and photometric colours, since no spectroscopic information was available for these objects. A SDSS-2MASS ten-colour grid of composite synthetic and observed colours and the KNearest Neighbours method were employed to identify main-sequence stars and to estimate their effective temperatures, typically of T eff ≤ 5720 K. Each light curve was modelled with the JKTEBOP code together with an asexual genetic algorithm to obtain the most coherent values for the fitted parameters. The present work provides an unprecedented number of homogeneous estimates of main stellar parameters in short-period low-mass binary systems. The distribution of the components of the investigated detached eclipsing binaries in the mass-radius diagram supports a trend of radius inflation on low-mass main-sequence stars. A relative increase of inflation for lower masses is also found and our results suggest that the secondaries are more inflated, i.e. they present larger radii than the primary components of same mass, when compared to stellar evolutionary models.
INTRODUCTION
Stellar evolutionary models are widely used to estimate fundamental properties of stars and stellar populations. However, when compared to observations of masses and radii derived with small uncertainties -of less than 5%, for instance -, the theoretical stellar models yield radius values up to 10% smaller than measurements for low-mass stars (Kraus et al. 2011; Birkby et al. 2012; Dittmann et al. 2017, and references therein) . This discrepancy is known as the radius anomaly of low-mass main-sequence stars in binary systems and it is still an unsolved problem of stellar astrophysics.
A few explanations for the observed radius inflation have been discussed in the literature, where the radius anomaly have been associated with non-solar metallicity (Berger et al. 2006; López-Morales 2007) , or pointed to be caused by an enhanced magnetic activity (Chabrier et al. 2007; Kraus et al. 2011) , or even be due E-mail: hgarridov@ecci.edu.co to variations in the light curve caused by stellar spots or flares (Morales et al. 2008 (Morales et al. , 2010 . For example, Berger et al. (2006) ; López- Morales (2007) have found evidence that relates isolated inactive M stars with inflated radii to stars with higher metallicities. Alternatively, Chabrier et al. (2007) and Kraus et al. (2011) suggested that M dwarfs as components of close detached binary systems, with short orbital periods of just a few days, should have their magnetic activity enhanced by tidal effects, which would reduce the convective efficiency and lead to an inflation of the stellar radius.
Eclipsing binary (EB) systems are excellent targets for the determination of stellar fundamental properties and provide the best opportunity for testing stellar evolutionary theories. Moreover, detached eclipsing binaries (DEBs) provide the most accurate method for obtaining stellar masses and radii (Andersen 1991; Coughlin et al. 2011) . However, until now only a small number of DEBs with late-K or M-type components have been characterised with good precision (Birkby et al. 2012; Cruz et al. 2018 , and references
THE SAMPLE SELECTION
The Catalina Sky Survey (CSS, Drake et al. 2009) , is a project dedicated to search and catalogue rapidly moving near-Earth objects (NEOs), and those large NEOs that can possibly become an impact threat to Earth 1 . This project uses three telescopes (1.5, 1.0, and 0.75 meter-telescopes) and covers objects in a wide portion of the sky (from declination δ = −75 • to δ = +70 • ). Drake et al. (2014) presented an on-line catalogue with 47000 periodic variable stars identified within the Catalina Surveys Data Release-1 (CSDR1, Drake et al. 2012 ). The published catalogue contains several quantities such as the Catalina V magnitude (V CSS ), the identified period and amplitude, and a designed classification for each variable candidate. To identify and select DEB systems with low-mass main-sequence components -defined in this work as stars with mass of 1.0 M or less-, we performed the steps described bellow.
Firstly, we concentrated our search on binaries preliminary assigned as Algol type (EAs) in the above mentioned catalogue, as well as those designed as Class 2 objects. We then selected those objects with an identified orbital period of less than 2 days. At this point, we have found 3946 short-period DEB candidates. We then obtained the complete light curves (LCs) for all selected candidates from the Catalina Surveys Data Release-2 2 (CSDR2), which comprehends all seven years of photometric data. All candidates that presented less than 250 individual measurements (N obs < 250) in their light curves were discarded. Each light curve was visually inspected in order to verify if they correspond to detached systems and to minimise the amount of semi-detached binaries or with highly significant reflection effects in the selected sample. We also performed a 3σ clipping on the data for the removal of outliers.
The light curves from the sample were pre-analysed to obtain a few orbital parameters, which were refined later during the analysis described in Sect. 4. We have defined as primary component the star being occulted during the deepest eclipse -i.e. the hottest and the most massive star in a V+V system -, and thus we derived the reference time of the primary minimum (T 0 ) as the time of the primary mid-eclipse. The orbital period was then obtained by using the phase dispersion minimisation algorithm introduced by ?, which is implemented in IRAF 3 . Only those candidates with periods of less than 2 days were kept in the sample.
Within the remaining candidates, the next selection criterion was the availability of additional photometry from point-source catalogues between 0.3−2.1 µm, namely the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS, Abazajian et al. 2009 ) and the Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS, Skrutskie et al. 2006) . For that, we performed a conservative search within a radius of 1.5 and selected the closest match for each candidate by using TOPCAT 4 (Tool for OPerations on catalogueues And Tables, Taylor 2011 ). This search has reduced the number of DEB candidates to 534 objects, all of them with additional photometry in eight broad bands (SDSS ugriz and 2MASS JHK).
The next step was to use the available photometry to derive candidate's colours for the characterisation of each DEB component. Starting with 2MASS and Catalina magnitudes, JHK and V CSS respectively, we obtained the J − H, H − K and V − K colours. We then constructed the (H − K) − (J − H) diagram with our DEB candidates to identify the population of stars with mass M 1.0 M , as shown in Fig. 1 . The dotted lines show the colours corresponding to a G3-dwarf star, with an effective temperature of T eff = 5720 K and mass of 1.0 M , where our selection cut was placed, thus all 534 pre-selected candidates correspond to stars with M ≤ 1.0 M and T eff ≤ 5720 K.
It is important to take into account that our candidates are binary systems and, therefore, the observed colours are the result of the contribution of two components with different absolute magnitudes, each one weighted by a corresponding luminosity. Then, the composite colours can be the result from three different combinations of luminosity classes: V+V, V+III or III+III. Hence, the final criterion for our sample selection is to discard binary systems with a giant star as component, whose composite colour results from the combinations of components with luminosity classes V+III and III+III. Bessell & Brett (1988) showed the position of dwarfs and giants schematically in the (H − K) − (J − H) diagram and that these two different luminosity classes share similar (J − H) and (H − K) colours for (V − K) < 3.5. Hence, the separability of such systems become uncertain when considering only these colours. Therefore, to identify only V+V systems, we adopted an independent method based on a total of ten colour indices, combining the photometry from SDSS and 2MASS, which is described in detail in the follow- ing section (Sect. 3). In figure 1 , the sequences expected for binary systems composed by III+III and V+V stars, with the contribution from both components combined, were obtained by this method and are represented by red dashed and solid lines, respectively, for comparison. In the end, our final sample is composed by 230 shortperiod DEB candidates with low-mass main-sequence components.
THE EFFECTIVE TEMPERATURE AND MASS OF INDIVIDUAL COMPONENTS
We derive the effective temperature of the individual components by using the available multi-wavelength photometry from SDSS and 2MASS bands of our targets. The applied technique is based on the method used by Parihar et al. (2009) , and the implementation of a supervised statistical analysis that allows the classification of our multi-colour dataset as explained bellow. This method was used to select binaries composed only by main-sequence stars in our sample, with masses of M ≤ 1.0 M . For that aim, we have used different models with any combination of temperatures between 3150 − 5935 K for main-sequence (V) stars and 3428 − 5050 K for giant (III) stars, with masses in the interval of 0.10 M ≤ M ≤ 2.15 M . However, it is important to state that the method is not intended to separate all systems into the three possible EB populations (V+V, V+III or III+III). The objective was to select EB systems with only dwarfs as components (V+V systems), by separating them from those with giant stars (V+III or III+III). At first, the SDSS-2MASS ten-colour calibration grid of synthetic composite colours is constructed. We used the seven standard colours with adjacent passbands, namely (u-g), (g-r), (r-i), (i-z), (z-J), (j-H), and (H-K). We added three redder colours, (r-J) (r-H), and (z-K), to help the method to distinguish better V+V binaries from those with giant stars. These colours allow us to obtain a stellar classification in terms of effective temperatures and luminosity classes of the binary components, considering the colour indices that correspond to a combination of luminosity classes (V+V, V+III or III+III). A complete synthetic colour grid is created from the 990 possible temperature combinations using 30 different temperatures for main-sequence stars and another 14 for giants. We use the Bressan et al. (2012) 1 and 3 Gyr isochrone models with a metallicity of Z = 0.015 to generate the composite synthetic colours using the method described in Parihar et al. (2009) .
We then group the synthetic model colours and the observed colours from the 534 pre-selected objects in a single ten-colour matrix and implement a neighbours-based classification. The KNearest Neighbours (KNN) classifiers (Hartigan 1975; Chattopadhyay et al. 2014) are grouping algorithms that iterate to assign objects of a sample in a cluster of objects with similar characteristics, which have to be previously defined by some validation method (Albalate & Suendermann 2009; Telgarsky & Vattani 2010) . In this work, the Hartigan's method was adopted as the cluster validation technique for our multi-colour dataset. Initially proposed by (Hartigan 1975) , the following metric was described by Zhao et al. (2009) for detecting the optimum number of clusters, k, to be applied in the k-means algorithms:
where
is the quadratic sum between clusters and
is the quadratic sum within each cluster. Here, C is the test partition number in the index C i = {C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C m }, m is the number of clusters, n i is the number of elements in each ith cluster, n is the number of elements of the complete dataset, x j represents an element of the data set, C P(j) is the centroid associated with the partition P( j) where the element x j is contained, andx is the mean value of the data within each cluster. According to Hartigan (1975) , the optimum number of clusters is the smallest k which produces H(k) η (typically η = 10). At the implementation of the H(k) index, we iterate this method 50 times using its coded version in the R software package 5 . We detected an optimum number of k = 16 clusters to be applied to the sample, which satisfy the condition H(k) 10. Once the optimum number of clusters is obtained, we estimate which data of a single ten-colour matrix belongs to each cluster by using the k-means. It is important to say here that, KNN classifiers are used in two steps: -Initially by taking random centroids that are subsequently corrected by iterations, where in each iteration the centroid is recalculated in such a way that the distance between the centroids and the assigned objects is minimal. This technique Figure 2 . Examples of composite SDSS and 2MASS colours of all DEB candidates, distributed in 8 clusters by the KNN method. These candidates are those systems identified as a combination of two main-sequence stars (V+V) and that have temperatures assigned by our method described in sect. 3. The colours represent different clusters, which are grouped by similarity to the synthetic data.
This work Literature Star Name Table 1 . Determination of effective temperatures and masses using the k-means method described in Sect. 3, for a small control sample of low-mass binaries from the literature, with available 2MASS and SDSS colours. Columns 2-to-5 present the results obtained by our method and columns 6-to-9 show the values from the literature.
is used to know which synthetic data belonged to each one of the 16 clusters.
-After the cluster members are defined, fixed centroids for the observational data are used to estimate the closest synthetic dataset.
In particular, for the random centroid step, the iterations are performed with a convergence criterion of 0.001 and the Euclidean distance is given by:
where X is the value of each case i and each centroid i , for all the j variables included in our study. During the first step described above, we check the presence of observational and synthetic data in the 16 clusters. We found that the method generated a few outlier clusters composed by observa-tional data only, comprising a total of 44 observed binary datasets. These binaries do not have similar characteristics to any synthetic colour, as they could not be compared to any model. Hence, they were discarded. After few iterations, the remaining 490 observational binary datasets go through the second step with fixed centroids. Finally, the temperatures are determined by the mean value from the synthetic data neighbouring each observational point and the formal errors are given by the standard deviation.
The synthetic V+V models are represented in 8 of the 16 clusters generated by the KNN method. We found that 255 of our 534 DEB candidates present composite colours that would result from a combination of two main-sequence stars (V+V), which are in clusters with similarities to the V+V synthetic data. These objects are shown in Fig. 2 , which presents their distribution in some of the colour combinations obtained by the applied method, as an example. The colours represent the different clusters generated by the method, grouped by similarity. Later in the radius analysis, after modelling their light curves, 25 binaries among the selected V+V candidates were identified as having a giant star as component, since giants appear distant from the main-sequence distribution in a mass-radius diagram (see Sect. 5.1). We then, selected 230 DEB candidates that correspond to systems composed by main-sequence stars (V+V) only. These objects are shown in Fig. 1 , as filled circles.
We use the temperatures obtained for each component to determine the mass of both primary and secondary stars, via interpolation, following the tabulated semi-empirical values of stellar colours and effective temperature sequence by Pecaut et al. (2012) and Pecaut & Mamajek (2013) 6 , which were obtained from a heterogeneous sample. The associated temperature uncertainties are considered for the estimation of the mass errors. In columns 2 to 5 of table A1 we present the effective temperatures and masses determined for the final sample of 230 DEB systems.
An important step during the development of this procedure was to test the reliability of the method described above using known control samples. For that, we have performed a simulation with synthetic binaries, where all components have known luminosity classes and temperatures. These binaries were generated with standard magnitudes from the available synthetic photometry from Bressan et al. (2012) . For each created binary, composite synthetic colours were estimated and a Gaussian noise was added in order to mimic observed magnitudes. The bootstrapping of the synthetic defined colours was performed using the typical standard deviation found in our observed sample. The created set of synthetic binaries, containing all three possible luminosity class combinations (V+V, V+III, and III+III), were submitted to our method with the objective of rejecting systems containing giants. The method was found effective to eliminate undesired binaries, which is any system containing a giant star (V+III or III+III). From this set of synthetic binaries with giants, only 6.7% of them have been wrongly selected as a V+V system by our method. It is worth to mention again that any giant contaminants would be found later in the analysis, since spurious radii can be identified in a mass-radius diagram. We also quantified that only 4.3% of the V+V synthetic systems were discarded by the method, as false V+III or III+III binaries.
We also have checked the results for temperature and mass 6 An updated version of the adopted obtained by our method for a small control sample composed of low-mass binaries from the literature, with available 2MASS and SDSS colours. The components of the binaries in the control sample have well defined masses, which were derived spectroscopically. All masses and T eff derived by our method, as well as the values from the literature, are shown in Table 1 , for the test control sample. The temperature uncertainties from our k-means method are calculated from the statistical uncertainty. Consistent temperatures were derived, which confirms the reliability of our method. The differences in masses can be understood since ours are derived from theoretical models and the values from the literature come from actual radial velocity mass functions.
LIGHT CURVE MODELLING WITH THE JKTEBOP CODE AND THE AGA ALGORITHM
All 230 light curves were modelled by using a combination of two codes: the JKTEBOP 7 code (Southworth et al. 2004 ) and a modified version of the asexual genetic algorithm (AGA, Cantó et al. 2009 ). The AGA algorithm was implemented as an additional task in the JKTEBOP code by Coughlin et al. (2011) . We adopted this mentioned additional task for its simplicity, speed, low numerical noise and reliability on solving similar problems, since it consists in the search for a global minimum over a large and potentially discontinuous parameter space. All details about the implementation and the specific changes in the original JKTEBOP code are described in Coughlin et al. (2011, Appendix B) . The light curve modelling was performed to estimate the orbital and physical parameters of all DEB candidates in our sample. For that, we adopted the orbital period P 0 and epoch T 0 from Sect. 2 as initial conditions and allowed the following parameters to vary in the fitting:
(i) J = J 2 /J 1 , the central surface brightness ratio, (ii) (R 1 + R 2 )/a, the sum of the stellar radii, in units of the binary separation, (iii) k = R 2 /R 1 , the ratio of the radii, (iv) i, the orbital inclination, (v) ecc, the eccentricity of the orbit, (vi) ω, the argument of periastron, (vii) P 0 , the binary orbital period, (viii) T 0 , the reference time of primary minimum, and (ix) the baseline level of the light curve.
Given the large number of parameters in the model, and due to the limited precision of the photometric data, we have fixed some of the model parameters according to the following assumptions. We set both limb-darkening (LD) coefficients to fixed values in the fitting process. The LD coefficient is dependent on the stellar temperature, so, we have adopted the temperatures obtained in section 3 for each component. We used the JKTLD 8 procedure to obtain the coefficients from Claret (2000) , using a quadratic LD law. We also fixed the gravity darkening coefficients to the typical value adopted for stars with convective envelopes (β = 0.32, Lucy 1967).
To estimate the photometric mass ratio (q), we adopted the power-law relation of q ∼ (R 2 /R 1 ) 1.534 (Svechnikov & Tajdakova 1983) , as suggested by Devor et al. (2008) . It is important to emphasise that the JKTEBOP code uses this mass ratio only to determine the amount of tidal deformation of the components, which is expected to be negligible for the present analysis. Thus, this parameter was kept fixed in the minimisation. Also, the reflection coefficients were set to fixed values, estimated by the code based on the system geometry. A few tests were performed to fit for a third light (l 3 ). The obtained results were consistent with l 3 = 0. Moreover, we also have found that leaving l 3 free to vary did not improve significantly the fit. Therefore, l 3 was fixed to zero.
Besides the evaluation of the parameter uncertainties, all light curves were visually inspected to avoid including those with obvious discrepancies between the best-fitting model and the observations. Then, to obtain a robust error estimation for the fitted parameters, we performed Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulations, which is already implemented in the JKTEBOP code, with 10000 iterations for each light curve. All obtained results are presented in table A1 9 .
As an example, the phase-folded light curve of the system CSSJ034302.8+0.109354 (Catalina ID: 1101020024323) is presented in figure 3 along with the best-fitting model, which is represented by a solid line. The primary eclipse minimum corresponds to phase zero.
DISCUSSION
We estimated individual masses from the method described in Sect. 3. Additionally, we derived the fractional radius (R/a) for both components and the orbital period from the light curve model, described in Sect. 4. Following Kepler's third law, we estimated the orbital separation and hence the individual radius for the complete sample. The derived radii are presented in table A1.
The mass-radius diagram
We focused this discussion to one of the current issues involving close-orbiting low-mass DEBs: the radius anomaly in the massradius diagram. The radius inflation problem is a well known issue in close-orbiting low-mass systems, especially in binary components with masses of less than ∼0.6 M . Figure 4 presents the mass-radius diagram of the investigated sample, showing the distribution for primary and secondary components separately, on the left and right panels, respectively. Here, we also illustrate isochrones of 1, 5, and 8 Gyr, which are represented by green, red, and yellow solid lines, respectively. These are theoretical models from Baraffe et al. (1998) , computed with a convective mixing length equal to the scale height, a helium abundance of Y = 0.275, and with solar metallicity.
The radius inflation is conspicuous in our sample, clearly increasing towards lower masses. Despite the expected scatter present in the diagram ( fig. 4 ) due to the limited precision of the analysed light curves and the uncertainties in the mass estimate procedure, it is possible to notice that the distributions of primaries and secondaries in the diagrams show a distinct behaviour. It is visible that the scatter present on the right panel of fig. 4 , which illustrates only the secondary components, is greater than the scatter present on the left panel, for primaries. The average radius for low-mass secondaries is also larger than those for primaries of same mass. This, in fact, suggests that the sample of secondaries are more inflated than the sample of primary components.
To confirm what is inferred from fig. 4 -that secondary components seems to be more inflated than primaries in a low-mass regime-, we have applied the two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test. The KS test was used to verify if these two populations of stars (primaries and secondaries) come from the same distribution, i.e., if they follow the same global behaviour. To perform such analysis, we divided the whole sample in three bins of different mass intervals, from the more massive to the less massive components: from 0.70 to 1.00 (BIN 1), from 0.56 to 0.70 (BIN 2), and from 0.20 to 0.56 (BIN 3) M . These selected ranges of mass were defined to have approximately a third of the whole sample in each bin, as shown in table 2. We separated the sample in bins of mass in order to analyse the behaviour of the stellar radius in different regions of the low main-sequence stars, going from the most to the less massive objects in the sample. From the obtained distribution of radii, we can investigate if the radius inflation equally affects both components of the binary. Figure 5 presents the histograms generated in order to get a visual impression of the radius distribution within each bin. Part of the spread in those distributions is due to the mass bin width and the slope of the mass-radius relation. In this figure, the three upper panels show the distributions obtained for primaries and the three lower panels for the secondary components. If we compare both panels on the left (BIN 1), comprehending the most massive objects (0.70 < M < 1.0 M ), we are not able to reach any conclusions since the population of secondary components within this mass range is small -which was expected since secondaries are in general less massive than primaries and our sample is limited to low-mass objects. analysing the middle panels (BIN 2; 0.56 < M < 0.70 M ), both distributions may seem similar, however, the secondary component distribution present a wider range of radii with a suggestion of a bimodal distribution.
The most discrepant result is found for panels on the right Table 2 . Distribution of bins of mass for the DEBs-LMMS stars in our sample, with a total of 230 primaries and 230 secondaries. Each bin is composed approximately by a third of the whole sample (∼33%). The last column shows the statistical significance obtained from the KS test, described in Sect. 5.1. table 2 ). The upper panels show the distributions for primaries and the lower panels for secondaries.
of Fig. 5 (BIN 3 ; 0.20 < M < 0.56 M ), which is composed by the less massive objects in our sample, where the difference between primaries and secondaries become significant. Here, the distribution obtained for the secondary components ( fig. 5 , right lower panel) clearly reaches larger radii than those obtained for primaries ( fig. 5 , right upper panel) for the same mass range, and also shows a bimodal behaviour. At this point, it becomes more evident that the trend for more inflated secondary components shown in fig. 4 is a real trend. The histograms in figure 5 visually present the results obtained in the performed KS test. They suggest that only the more massive stars in our sample (BIN 1) could have come from the same distribution and follow the same global behaviour. This interpretation is supported by the KS test, where a high statistical significance, in a range from 0 to 1, would mean that the hypothesis of having both primary and secondary star samples drawn from the same population is probably true. The most massive stars in our sample, with a significance of 0.655, is the regime where we probably have primaries and secondaries with the same behaviour. The statistical significance given by the KS test is presented in table 2.
For the less massive objects in our sample (M < 0.70 M ), the significance of the KS test is of only 0.005. This result rejects the tested hypothesis and tells us that, probably, the primaries and secondaries in the analysed sample present different distributions, with different behaviours. In other words, the KS test confirms that the secondary components in our sample are, in fact, more inflated than the primaries.
The radius inflation of secondary components in the literature
Recently, Cruz et al. (2018) have gathered a list of low-mass detached binaries from the literature composed by main-sequence stars with masses and radii of 0.7 M and 0.7 R or less, respec-tively. These objects have small uncertainties on the derived masses and radii, of less than 6%.
Comparing the compilation from Cruz et al. (2018, Appendix A) to the evolutionary model for 5 Gyr from Baraffe et al. (1998) , we have found that half of the stars presented in their list have radii that are more than 5% bigger than expected. We also have found that 14 from the 23 EB systems have secondaries more inflated than primary components, which comprises 61% of the wellcharacterised DEBs from the literature (Cruz et al. 2018, and references therein) .
These authors also have characterised five low-mass EBs using radial velocity masses. Four of them also present more inflated secondary components. For instance, the secondary component of the EB 17e-3-02003, with mass of M 2 = 0.51 M , is 12.5% inflated with respect to the 5 Gyr model, however, the primary component, with mass of M 1 = 0.60 M , is only 8.6% inflated, approximately (Cruz et al. 2018 ). There are yet other individual examples, like the EB MG1-116309 (Kraus et al. 2011 ) with inflation of only ∼3.8 and ∼6.9% for the primary (M 1 = 0.57 M ) and secondary (M 2 = 0.53 M ) components, respectively, or the EB HATS557-027 (Zhou et al. 2015) with an inflation of 4.3% for the primary (M 1 = 0.24 M ) and of 10.2% for the secondary (M 2 = 0.18 M ) component, approximately.
However, there are some systems that do not have more inflated secondaries. For example, the EB GJ 3236 (M 1 = 0.38 M , M 2 = 0.28 M ; Irwin et al. 2009 ) is a short-period low-mass system where both components present a similar inflation of around ∼7%. There are also systems that follow the evolutionary models and do not show any appreciable inflation, like the EB SDSS-MEB-1 (M 1 = 0.27 M , M 2 = 0.24 M ; Blake et al. 2006) , which primary and secondary components present a negligible inflation of only ∼1.8 and ∼0.4%, respectively.
The radius inflation problem of low-mass stars as components of close-orbiting EB systems seems to be significant for at least half of the well-characterised DEBs in the literature. This work suggested that, despite the limitation on precision, the investigated sample follow an inflation trend, especially in secondary components with masses of less than ∼0.6 M . We emphasise the importance of increasing the sample of known short-period DEB systems, with homogeneously derived masses and radii, to correlate variables and investigate the causes of radius inflation. Such study would help to improve theoretical stellar structure and evolutionary models.
CONCLUSIONS
This work was dedicated to identify and photometrically characterise a sample of detached close-orbiting low-mass eclipsing binary systems in the Catalina Sky Survey. The identification and candidate selection was carefully performed through several steps to compose a sample of detached systems with orbital periods shorter than 2 days, with main-sequence components. A SDSS-2MASS ten-colour grid of composite synthetic and observed colours and the K-Nearest Neighbours method were employed to effectively define a final sample of 230 DEB candidates with estimated effective temperatures of T eff ≤ 5720 K and masses of M ≤ 1.0 M . All light curves were modelled by using a combination of the JKTEBOP code and an asexual genetic algorithm yielding orbital parameters such as the binary orbital period and inclination and the fractional radius of the components. The adopted approach provided the opportunity to estimate basic stellar parameters (as mass and radius) in large databases, by using only light curves and multi-band photometry.
Our sample with a statistically significant number of shortperiod low-mass binary systems allowed the study of the distribution of inflation in the mass-radius diagram. Inflation increases towards lower masses and our results suggest that the secondary components are more inflated than primary components of the same mass regime in low-mass DEB systems.
Comparing other low-mass EBs from the literature to an evolutionary model of 5 Gyr, we have found that around 61% of the systems also have secondaries more inflated than primaries. Interestingly, we also noted that half of the components of these systems present radius 5% or more larger than expected from models.
The radius inflation problem for stars with masses of less than ∼0.6 M has been around for more than 15 years. It affects several areas of stellar astrophysics where the mass-radius calibration plays an important role. Therefore, it is important to increase the sample of DEB systems with derived masses and radii to better understand the causes of such inflation and to improve the present theoretical models of low-mass stars. Table A1 . 
